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APPPEXPO 2015 switched from its regular July dates to March; also it changed venues from Shanghai International Expo Center to the newly inaugurated National Exhibition and Convention Center. In spite of these changes, APPPEXPO was a huge success and lots of T-shirt printers were exhibited at the show:

- Brands regularly present at international expos: Anajet, Azon, Epson
- Local brands: DS MLG, Human Digital Yaselan, ZhongYe
- New models: Addtop and Mutoh

Most of these brands were in their own booth, except for the anajet in the booth of Mutoh. Of all the exhibited printers 58% had a single platen, 25% had two platens, 9% had three platens, and the remaining 9% had four platens.

In this report, we present a list of the T-shirt printers observed at APPPEXPO 2015.
An Addtop WT114 T-Shirt printer. This printer uses waterbased pigment ink.
The AnaJet MPower mP5i uses waterbased pigment ink. It’s shown above along with its ink cartridges and a printing sample are shown above.
This is an Azon Tex Pro Series II printer. Above you can also see the cartridges which are of a waterbased pigment type and a sample of its printing quality.
Shown above is the DS MLG 3T T-Shirt printer and a sample of its printing capacity. Both DS MLG models presented on the Expo use waterbased pigment ink.
EPSON

The printer below is an Epson Surecolor F2080. It works with disperse dye ink.
HUMAN DIGITAL

This is how a Human Digital TS-JEt V2 T-shirt printer looks like. It uses disperse dye ink.
Mutoh ValueJet 405GT printer shown above. The 405GT model works with disperse dye and the 628 with eco-solvent ink via transfer paper.
This is the T202 T-Shirt printer by ZhongYe presented at APPPEXPO 2015. Both Zhongye models presented on APPPEXPO 2015 work with waterbased pigment ink.
HEAT PRESSES

EVER BRIGHT MACHINERY

Below you can appreciate a small portion of the models available from Ever Bright Machinery, including the EB-150TH Digital heat press machine on the right.
The Hefei Kaxing Digital Control Equipment Co. displayed a vast amount of designs applied by its T-Shirt printer.
PLEASE NOTE

This report has been licensed to Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., to distribute, since they are the organizers of APPPEXPO (Advertising, Print, Pack & Paper Expo), Shanghai. But this report has not been licensed to any printer manufacturer, distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media or ink company to distribute. So if you obtained this from any company, other than APPPEXPO, you have a pirated copy.

Also, since some reports are occasionally updated, if you got your version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete edition. FLAAR reports are being updated all year long, and our comment on that product may have been revised positively or negatively as we learned more about the product form end users.

To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a report with all the original description of pros and cons, please obtain your original and full report straight from www.large-format-printers.org or other web sites in our network such as www.wide-format-printers.net.

Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic evaluation which describes all aspects of the product under consideration, benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these reports directly from FLAAR, via the various sites in our network.
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